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!  within the time 
S
< t < 
L
are treated as CP-violation.
Consider the decay of K
0
. In view of (1), (2), (5), K
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. From this one can consider K
0
before the decay








. Since the probabilities of the decay of K
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is polarized. Due to the polarization of the vacuum K
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. The decay of K
0
occurs via the



















. The decay of K
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corresponds to the state of K
0
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, i.e. with the delay  
L
.
From the above consideration it follows that, within the time t < 
S







decay. That is, within the time t < 
S
, the number of K
0





















Due to the delay  
L
caused by the polarization of the vacuum, within the time 
S










decay. That is, within the time 
S
< t < 
L
, the number of K
0
decayed into




















= 3:4  10
 3
: (11)
Thus the decays of K
0
into two pions within the time 
S
< t < 
L
can be explained by








. Hence CP-invariance holds
true in the decays of neutral kaons.
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